
1 suppose it had to happen. Two of the 
biggest movie mons_ters of the past decade, 
together in one game. Well for once the Atari 
conversion is completely different from 1rs 
other console cousins. Where as other conver .. 
sions (on Inferior consoles) take the highly 
unoriginal side on beat-em-up view the Jag
uar version puts you into a 30 Wolverstein 
world. 

You find yourself on a colony Installation 
somewhe<e in the galaxy Depending on which 
character you choose, the objectives are dlf
fe,ent. Be the Alien if you wish, the Predator 
or just be a grunt colonial marine. Each char
acter has It's own strengh's and weaknesses. 
which can lead to strategy ptaylng an Impor
tant part in your game playing. Although not 
confirmed, we believe that It may be possible 
to have a multi-player game using the much 
speculated about Com-Lynx connection to the 
Lynx. We have no Idea how It would wort< but 
It certainly sound lntresting. By choosing the 
marine you immediately have access to an 
ier.senal of weapons. The exact one you are 
1,1.sing is displayed on the side of the screen. 
Other items shown include an ammunition. 
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count, the amount of lives remaining and a 
sc,een Indicating where your next pick-up 
ltem Is. At the bottom left hand side of the 
screen Is located a range tracker. This item 
determines If there Is anything in front or 
behind you. like In the movies it will have 
some continuous spine tingling bleep. The 
playing area is rather large, with all the items 
you would expect to find on a colony base like 
a Medical bay, Docking area , Armoury e.t.c 
Although only half finished this game looks 

amazing. With full 3D rendering that is as 
smooth as a babies bottom. This i s sure to be 
a huge hit when itfinally appears in February 
94. Full review next Issue. 
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THE LOADING BAY, MANY HORRORSAWAfTYOU IN THERE 
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